
 
 

 
Jerry’s Notes 
 
Welcome to the late summer edition of HERO on Health. We are a member driven organization, with over 200 
employees of member organizations involved in our work through committees and other activities. Here’s a snapshot of 
what’s happening at HERO and how you can get involved. 
 
We are excited to announce that Jessica Grossmeier, PhD, MPH, a well-known and highly respected researcher in the 
field, has joined the HERO staff as vice president of research. In her role, Jessica will lend her expertise to all HERO 
research projects. Speaking of research, the 2014 HERO Research Meeting was held July 15th in Chicago. More than 70 
members attended in person or remotely for the day-long gathering.  See Jessica’s research column for a recap of our 
discussions on research priorities in the field.  
 
The 2014 HERO Forum is right around the corner. We expect more than 400 people to meet in San Diego September 30 
through October 2 at the Westin San Diego to hear subject matter experts, attend workshops, share ideas, network and 
enjoy the California weather. In keeping with the affinity toward fitness that prevails in San Diego, we’ve dedicated 
Wednesday, Oct. 1 as “HERO Fitness Day.” Forum attendees are encouraged to discard the business attire and wear 
fitness clothing and warm ups to the Forum sessions that day. The morning will begin with group fitness classes 
followed by a breakfast meeting featuring experts from the American Heart Association speaking on “Physical 
Activity/Physical Fitness Assessment in Screening and Health Promotion.” Capping the day’s fitness-focused theme will 
be the annual HERO Forum Fun Run/Walk sponsored by Staywell.  
 
On Monday, Sept. 29, HERO in partnership with the Global Healthy Worksite Awards and the International Association 
of Worksite Health Promotion will offer a half-day seminar on global health. More information is available in the global 
health article in this newsletter and on the HERO website. 
 
In early June, HERO and Mercer launched the Next Generation of the HERO Employee Health Management Best 
Practices Scorecard in Collaboration with Mercer, Version 4.0. This version reflects the research findings and best 
practices identified in recent years. This free tool can help your organization to benchmark your employee health 
management program with other Scorecard users and identify areas where additional program impact can be gained. In 
late July, HERO and Mercer offered a complimentary webinar on the Next Generation Scorecard and an audio recording 
and presentation slides can be found on the HERO website. Take some time to learn more and complete the Scorecard 
today.  
 
Members continue to do great work on HERO committees. Please see the Committees Report in this newsletter for an 
update on their activities.  
 
Enjoy the rest of your summer. We hope to see you in San Diego in September. 
 
Good Health,  
Jerry 
 

 
Jerry Noyce 
CEO & President 
HERO 
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Industry Voices: American Heart Association Prioritizes Workplace Well-Being 
 
The American Heart Association recently published a policy statement in Circulation titled “The Role of Worksite 
Health Screening.” The article, authored by a team of health experts, points to the shift in the nation’s health care 
system to early identification and management of risk factors, particularly for cardiovascular disease. According to the 
statement, health care delivery must move beyond the clinical setting and join forces with employers, schools, 
community-based organizations and public health agencies to address the problems of poor health via prevention 
measures.  

Highlights from the policy statement:  

 Health screenings conducted in the workplace are most effective when they are done in conjunction with 
worksite wellness programs; they should not be done as stand-alone initiatives. 

 Employers should take extraordinary measures to ensure the privacy of employee data, including assessing 
procedures that are put in place to protect health information and an individual’s employment status.  

 Further research needs to be done to determine best approaches for fostering meaningful, long-lasting change. 
Reviewing data across different industries and geographical regions will help to better understand the best 
approach for these programs. 

Employer investment in worksite health screening and health and wellness programs has increased significantly in 
recent years. Research suggests the health care costs avoided from preventing, or even delaying, the onset of diseases 
can justify the upfront investments made in identifying and reducing existing health risks of their employees. 

Building on this policy statement, Dr. Laurie Whitsel, Dr. Ross Arena, Dr. Jack Groppel and Ted Vickey will present a 
session at the HERO Forum on October 1st titled, “Physical Activity/Physical Fitness Assessment in Screening and 
Health Promotion.” This panel presentation will address the importance of assessing physical activity/physical fitness 
in the workplace as a measure of cardiovascular health and an opportunity to tailor worksite health promotion 
programs to promote physical activity throughout the day.  
 
In early July, Nancy Brown, CEO of the American Heart Association, Henry Kravis, co-CEO and co-chairman of KKR & 
Co. L.P., Terry Lundgren, chairman and CEO of Macy’s, Inc. and 19 additional CEOs from some of America’s largest 
companies publicly announced the American Heart Association CEO Roundtable. These CEOs have been collaborating on 
a groundbreaking initiative for more than a year that is designed to build a workplace culture in which healthy choices 
are the default choices.  
 
The 22 organizations involved have a combined 2 million employees and an even broader reach when you consider their 
spouses and dependents. The CEOs aim to improve health through pilot programs that support employees in making 
simple behavior changes that produce significant results and help the American Heart Association meet its overarching 
goal of a 20 percent improvement in the nation’s cardiovascular health by 2020. 

 
The group also commissioned a new Nielsen online survey conducted among 2,004 employees showing that Americans 
overestimate their health—putting them at greater risk for heart disease and other serious illness. The survey results 
indicate that many people believe they are in good health, even though they actually may not be. Three-quarters of 
employees (74 percent) report being in very good or good health, however, 42 percent of these employees have 
actually been diagnosed with a chronic condition, including high cholesterol or high blood pressure. At the same time, 
the survey also revealed that CEOs and senior leaders have a significant impact when it comes to getting employees 
engaged and reaping the benefits of workplace health programs—creating a tremendous opportunity for the CEO 
Roundtable to affect positive change. 

 

Improving the food environment as part of implementing a workplace culture of health 

can be challenging, which is why the American Heart Association recently launched the 

Healthy Workplace Food and Beverage Toolkit. The toolkit provides workplaces with 

practical guidance to follow when selecting food and beverages for meetings, events and 

office consumption. 

 

This resource shows how to work collaboratively with suppliers and vendors to provide 

food and beverage offerings that support a heart-healthy eating pattern. It addresses 

almost all aspects of food and beverage consumption in the workplace, from the meals 

and snacks served at meetings to the items offered in vending machines. In addition to 

specific guidance and nutrition standards for beverages, snacks and meals, the toolkit 

addresses healthy eating, creating a culture of health, how leadership and management 

can be involved, special events, meetings, vending machines, healthier cooking methods, 

resources and links, and a glossary of terms. 



Anyone involved in procuring, providing or planning food and beverages in an organizational setting can use this 
resource to learn how to make healthy changes. You can easily modify the guidance offered to fit the specific needs of 
your organization. Register online at www.heart.org/foodwhereur to access the toolkit. 

 

 
Author - Laurie Whitsel 
Director of Policy Research 
American Heart Association 

 

Program Spotlight: HERO Interview with Medical Mutual of Ohio 
 
For this issue of HERO on Health, we interviewed Constance Beutel, manager of health promotion and wellness for 
Medical Mutual of Ohio to learn more about the health plan’s best practice workplace wellness program. 
 
Medical Mutual of Ohio is the oldest and largest health insurance company headquartered in the state of Ohio. The 
company employs approximately 2,300 people and is headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio with offices throughout the 
state.  
 
Despite being a health care company, Medical Mutual of Ohio faced employee health challenges that it wanted to 
improve. When the health plan first implemented its employee wellness program in 2003, the initial goals were to:  

 Assess and impact the health risks of their unique employee population while empowering employees to be 
conscientious health care consumers, 

 Develop wellness strategies and interventions that are dynamic and target identified risks, and 

 Evaluate the impact of program interventions through data driven metrics and analysis.  
 
Medical Mutual of Ohio’s effort started with a few core practices and has evolved into a comprehensive and strategic 
program. Branded Wellness for Life, the program has been recognized with multiple industry awards, including the C. 
Everett Koop National Health Award, the National Business Group on Health’s “Best Employers for Healthy Lifestyle” 
award (multiple year winner), the American Heart Association, and various local awards.  
 
Medical Mutual of Ohio offers a comprehensive health promotion program that includes a broad scope of activities 
ranging from health assessments, biometric screenings, educational opportunities, physical activity, company-wide 
challenges and environmental initiatives focused on building a healthy company culture. The Wellness for Life program 
is tied to the company’s benefits structure, has strong leadership support, and takes a data-driven approach to 
program refinement.  
 
To make sure it continues to evolve and improve, the company benchmarks its efforts against quality scorecards and 
conducts objective studies of its risk reduction programs. The program has demonstrated risk reduction for a cohort of 
employees, and cost analysis found that those who participate in programs at a higher level showed lower increases in 
health care costs and short-term disability. 
 
HERO: What have been the keys to your success in creating an effective employee health management program? 
Beutel: Our program has been in place for quite a while and when it was implemented there was a clear and consistent 
message to employees that wellness was important to the company. It was part of who we are and what we do. That 
set the culture for us, and it’s stayed consistent throughout the years. 
 
The Wellness for Life program is comprehensive, so we’re able to evaluate the program in many ways, which allows us 
to feed back into it and to keep improving it. We have a well-thought-out and strategic structure. We try to make it a 
good mix of what employees want and will participate in and what we know we need to offer in order to impact and 
improve our health risks. 
 
We’ve found that the core foundation to a successful employee wellness program is that your program is employee 
centric, yet driven by data about your own workforce. If it’s not employee centric in these ways, it won’t work. 
 
HERO: When you look back at your program outcomes, what results or outcomes do you feel are the most 
significant?  
Beutel: There are a few outcomes that really stand out when we look at our program. For starters, our average annual 
health care cost increases based on participation level shows that the more someone participates, the lower their 
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annual health care costs have been. In addition, people who participate in the program typically have fewer lost work 
days. 
  
Next, if we look at cost and risk, as we would expect, cost definitely follows risk in our employee population.  Our 
high-risk employees have higher health care costs and our lower-risk employees experience lower health care costs.  In 
addition, we have found that strategizing and designing programs to keep the healthy employees healthy provides a 
greater economic benefit in the long run. More specifically, the cost increases when employees move from low risk to 
high risk are much greater than the decrease in costs that occur when employees move from high risk to low risk. We 
are, however, consistently continuing to grow our low risk population.  
  
In looking at the areas of risk in Medical Mutual of Ohio’s cohort population over time, we have moved the needle in 
the areas of risk related to physical activity, cholesterol, stress, tobacco use, and safety. The two risks areas that we, 
like many other employers, need to focus on and improve are weight and blood pressure. We are seeing improvement 
in weight status and risk through our company-wide health challenges.  
 
HERO: What lessons have you learned over the years that you can share with other companies that have made a 
commitment to improving employee health? 
Beutel: There are three key things that we’ve learned from which other employers could benefit: 

 If you’re so focused on the data and not on developing programs and modalities that employees really are 
willing to engage in and are interested in, your results won’t be as strong.  Recognize the need to establish a 
connection with employees to truly engage them; and recognize that employees bring a mixed bag of wellness 
needs to the workplace each day.  

 You need to be equitable across all your work sites and employee audiences. 

 Ensure you are providing employees with a variety of information and resources to help them reach their 
personal health and biometric goals, especially if you’re moving toward an outcomes-based incentive strategy. 
 

 
Author - Constance Beutel 
Manager, Health Promotion & Wellness 
Medical Mutual of Ohio 

 
Just Released: Next Generation HERO Scorecard Version 4.0 
 
We’re happy to announce that the Next Generation HERO Employee Health Management Best Practices Scorecard in 
Collaboration with Mercer© (HERO Scorecard), Version 4.0 is now available. The Scorecard is a free, online tool that 
allows employers to evaluate their employee health management efforts and to benchmark their programs and 
outcomes against companies of similar sizes and industries.  
 
The Scorecard has become one of the most often-used benchmarking and evaluation tools of its kind in the employee 
health management industry and has produced data and knowledge that have benefitted the broader industry. So, why 
the changes?  Quite simply, the Scorecard has changed to reflect market trends (such as outcomes-based incentives 
and gamification strategies) and new industry knowledge about the influence of best practices on program outcomes. 
The strategies and tools we use to engage people in behavior change have evolved over time, and so must the way by 
which we evaluate those efforts.  The Scorecard committee also tried to anticipate the impact that new industry 
trends, such as emerging technologies, might have on employee health management programs. Let’s take a look at how 
the Scorecard has changed. 
 
Enhancements to the Scorecard Version 4.0 include: 

 Broadening the “Leadership Support” section (renamed “Organizational Support”) to include questions on 
culture and the physical work environment 

 New questions on incentives, including outcomes-based incentives and intrinsic reward strategies 

 New questions on engagement strategies, including the use of mobile apps and devices, challenges, and other 
social networking strategies 

 Updated questions on program design, including more detailed questions on lifestyle coaching 

 New questions on program integration, including disability programs 

 New, robust section on program outcomes with detailed quantitative questions to permit study of Return on 
Investment/Value on Investment 

 Additional demographic questions for more precise benchmarking 



 
If you’ve completed the HERO Scorecard in the past, you’ll find that approximately half of the questions are new or 
have been substantially revised. This means that the score you earned when completing the previous version of the 
Scorecard will not necessarily be equivalent to your Version 4.0 score.  
 
To learn more about the HERO Scorecard Version 4.0, visit us online. Here, you can use the online tool, download a 
PDF of the Scorecard to review with your team and access past Scorecard reports and research, as well as other helpful 
tips and information. If your company is interested in becoming a HERO Scorecard Preferred Provider, contact Jerry 
Noyce at jerry.noyce@the-hero.org. 
 
 

Global Column: Promoting Global Healthy Workplaces  
 

The Global Healthy Workplace Seminar will be held September 29 in San Diego before the HERO 
Forum and will introduce Forum participants to the Global Healthy Workplace Awards (GHWA).  
  
The GHWA recently completed its second year offering the Global Awards Summit in Shanghai, 
China, on April 9-10. The awards program follows the World Health Organization’s Healthy 
Workplace Model for Action* and recognizes employers of all sizes and types. The program is 
truly global, having attracted applications from 49 countries over the last two years and with an international panel of 
workplace health experts from five continents as a jury. The advisory board includes HERO, the International 
Association for Worksite Health Promotion (IAWHP) and the International Institute for Health Promotion (IIHP) at 
American University in Washington, DC. 
 
This year’s winners are: 

 Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SME):  

 Spokane Regional Health District (USA)  

 Large Enterprises: Telefônica do Brasil (Brazil)   

 Multinational Enterprises: IBM (Global)  
 
The GHWA program is committed to advancing the Healthy Workplace Model for Action and convincing employers of 
the value of investing in the health of their employees. The global increase in awareness of the need for a 
comprehensive and integrated approach to healthy workplaces is encouraging. The 2015 Global Awards Summit will 
take place in Florianópolis, Brazil, on May 18-19 and will be co-hosted by SESI Santa Catarina.  
 
The seminar in San Diego will highlight global trends with regard to non-communicable disease and workplace health 
promotion programs and will feature 2014 Global Awards winner IBM, as well as a panel on global metrics.  
 
The Global Healthy Workplace Awards (GHWA) programme is co-hosted by i-genius (UK) and International Health 
Consulting (Germany/USA). For more information go to www.globalhealthyworkplace.org   

 
*Disclaimer: "Although the GHWAwards is currently based on the Healthy Workplace Framework and the Healthy 
Workplaces Model for Action developed by WHO, WHO has not been associated with the creation of the GHWAwards in 
any manner whatsoever and therefore disclaims any and all liability and responsibility that may arise as a result of or 
in connection with the organisation and hosting of the GHWAwards, including the assessment of the applications and 
designation of the finalists and winners thereof. The use of the WHO Healthy Workplaces Model for Action does not 
imply endorsement or recommendation by WHO in any manner whatsoever of any of the organisers, sponsors, 
participants, finalists and winners and does not imply expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of WHO on the 
content of the GHWAwards." 
Author - 
Wolf Kirsten 
President  
International Health Consulting, GHWA & IAWHP 

  
Forum Column: 2014 HERO Forum 
 
The 2014 HERO Forum on Employee Health Management Solutions is just around the corner. The 2014 program will take 
place at the Westin, San Diego, Sept. 30 through Oct. 2. This year's theme, “From Return on Investment to Value on 
Investment,” will be kicked off with a presentation by Seth Serxner, PhD, MPH, chief health officer and senior vice 
president of population health  at Optum. In his opening remarks, Seth will talk about “Making the Case for Health 
Management: Occupational Health Perspective.” We have two additional outstanding key notes presenters: Dee 
Edington, PhD, founder and chairman of Edington Associates will speak on “Shared Values, Shared Results” and Nate 
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Cobb, MFD, chief medical officer at MeYou Health will discuss “Using ‘Social’ to Effectively Drive Engagement: Moving 
from Closed to Open”. 
 
Many great HOW TO DO IT and Innovator’s Workshops are scheduled for the week, along with panels discussions and a 
few activities that you might not be aware of, including: 
 

 Global Healthy Workplace. This new half-day session will be offered on Monday morning. It is a joint effort 
between HERO and the Global Health Workforce Alliance and the International Association for Workplace 
Health Promotion. Join hosts K. Andrew Crighton, MD, chief medical officer at Prudential Financial, and Fik 
Isaac, MD, MPH, AFCOEM, vice president of global health services at Johnson & Johnson, for a morning agenda 
focusing on employee health management in a global setting.   

 

 Fitness day at the Forum.  Shed the business attire for workout clothes and running shoes. The Forum will go 
fitness on Wednesday. We will start the day with fitness classes for you to choose from, and then head into a 
light and healthy breakfast. Participate in stretching and micro workouts throughout the day, visit the 
Hydration Station courtesy of Bravo Wellness, and cap off the day by participating in the HERO Forum Fun 
Run/Walk brought to you by StayWell. 

 

 NEW! Heart of HERO Award.  Join us for drinks and hors d'oeuvres as we celebrate the winners of the HERO 
Employee Health Management Awards, including the new Heart of HERO Award.  This new award will recognize 
an individual who is directly involved in the day-to-day operations of employee health management and who 
has made an outstanding contribution to the advancement of employee health management throughout their 
organization. 

 

 The Next Generation:  HERO Employee Health Management Best Practice Scorecard in Collaboration with 
Mercer, Version 4.0.  Join Steven Noeldner, PhD, a partner in Mercer’s Total Health Management Practice and 
co-author of the HERO Scorecard for a special working session on how to interpret your scores and apply the 
results to your organization. 

 
Be sure to register for the2014 HERO Forum in San Diego. 

 
HERO Committees Report 
 
HERO committees are grouped into two categories: standing committees and study committees. The standing 
committees—Education, Leadership and Research—work on important initiatives throughout each year. 
 

 The Education Committee is developing a variety of webinars on topics that interest HERO members, most 
recently the Next Generation HERO Scorecard Version 4.0. 

 The Awards Subcommittee (part of the Leadership Committee) is reviewing applications for the 2014 HERO 
Employee Health Management Awards, which include The Bill Whitmer Leadership Award, The Mark Dundon 
Research Award, The Jerry Noyce Executive Health Champion Award, and the new Heart of HERO Award. The 
committee plans to make its final decisions on August 19 and will recognize the award winners at the HERO 
Forum reception on Sept. 30. 

 The Measurement Subcommittee (part of the Research Committee) has released two documents as part of a 
three-year joint collaboration with Population Health Alliance (PHA) to identify and recommend a core set of 
metrics for employers to assess the impact of their employee health management programs. The Guide 
overview document is a brief look at the recommended metrics. The executive summary provides a description 
of each metric. A detailed paper documenting the evidence behind the recommendations will be released in 
the coming months. 

 
HERO study committees are created to study health related topics of interest to employers and convene members, 
collaborators and invited subject matter experts. Following is a report on the progress of the three study committees. 
 
Health, Performance & Productivity Committee (HPPC) 
The HPPC was created to explore the relationship between workforce health, its impact on worker performance and 
ultimately the impact of health on the performance and productivity of the organization. The committee’s three-
pronged approach includes researching the existing evidence and identifying gaps, taking an in-depth look at 
innovations, and developing the value proposition for the importance of health to both the employee’s and employer’s 
performance.  
 
Recently, the HPPC conducted a national survey of business leaders to better understand their attitudes about the 
importance of health to the success of their organizations. The survey collected 519 responses, considerably more than 
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the committee’s goal. The survey’s success was due, in part, to the assistance of these distribution partners: Findley 
Davies, Institute for HealthCare Consumerism, HUB International, Hylant, Mid-America Coalition on Health Care, 
National Business Coalition on Health, and VirginPulse Institute. Results of the survey will be presented at HERO Forum 
(Oct. 2 at 10:45 am).  
 
The HPPC innovation work group has been focusing on wearable devices and is developing a survey for Think Tank 
members to learn how employers are using the technology of wearable activity tracking devices as part of their health 
enhancement and wellness programming. Information from the survey will be summarized and distributed to survey 
participants, so stay tuned for an invitation to participate. 
 
Culture Committee (CC) 
The charge to the Culture Committee is to develop the value proposition for employers to invest in the assessment, 
planning, creation and maintenance of a culture that supports health and well-being within their workplace. Results of 
this effort will include guidance on effective strategies and tools for assessing, planning, implementing and evaluating 
key aspects of an organization’s culture. Further, the Culture Committee will propose future research needed to 
investigate the impact, value and effectiveness of a culture that supports health and well-being for the sustainability 
and health of individual employees of an organization and the organization itself.  
 
To date, the Culture Committee definition/elements work group has developed a definition of a workplace culture that 
encourages good health: “A healthy workplace culture is one intentionally designed with elements and indicators that 
support health & well-being.” Elements of an organizational culture of health have been identified (click here to view 
the full list) and serve as the basis for a literature search requested by the Culture Committee research work group. 
This search, conducted by one of the librarians at the Centers for Disease Control, located 993 articles. Now, the 
Culture Committee research work group of 12 volunteers is screening the articles and plans to produce a research 
summary of the literature.  
 
Employer-Community Collaboration Committee (ECCC) 
The ECCC has been formed to explore the reasons why employers may want to play active roles in community health 
initiatives, what activities make most sense for employers to participate in and how to go about conducting such 
efforts. To accomplish its charge, the ECCC first completed an environmental scan to identify what is happening in this 
regard. This study was commissioned by the Institute of Medicine and can be accessed by clicking here.  
 
The environmental scan helped to inform the next phase of the project—a convening of business executives and 
thought leaders who gathered for a day-long meeting to identify the important elements of a strong business case for 
employers to become involved in community health improvement. Funded by Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF), 
the meeting resulted in a summary report of key learnings from the day.  
 
Now in the final phase of the project funded by RWJF, the ECCC has created a name and identity for the initiative and 
is developing a plan to disseminate the business case and encourage employers to assume a leadership role in 
community health initiatives. Called, “Healthy Workplaces, Healthy Communities” (HWHC), you can help spread the 
word and be part of disseminating the outcomes and deliverables that are being produced by HWHC. Start by following 
our LinkedIn page or catch the latest news on Twitter are @HEROehm.  
 
The HWHC website is being developed, and the committee invites your input as they look for examples of successful 
community initiatives, along with tools and resources that will guide employers to become involved. Members of the 
ECCC and the growing network of collaborators will appear at meetings and conferences to spread the message. Please 
consider sending us links to examples, tools, resources, and conferences that would benefit this initiative via this 
collection tool or contact Karen Moseley at karen.moseley@the-hero.org or 910.223.2510. 
 
Please consider joining us at one of these presentations that support the message of employers leading the charge to 
improve the health of the communities around them. 
 

 Institute of Medicine – Solving Obesity: Everyone’s Issue—A free workshop on Sept. 30.presented by Nico Pronk, 
PhD. Proceedings will be shared as a document following the workshop. Click here to register.  

 HERO Forum – Employer Community Collaboration Initiative: “Healthy Workplaces, Healthy Communities,” San 
Diego, CA, Oct. 1 at 4:15 pm. Click here for the full agenda. 

 PHA Forum, Scottsdale, Ariz., Dec. 10-12. Includes sessions in the Workplace Healthcare & Benefits Institute 
and the Executive Leadership Institute. Click here for more information. 
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NEW INITIATIVE - Measuring a Culture of Health 
A new initiative recently launched by HERO seeks to better understand measures currently being used to assess the 
concept of a culture of health. The three-phase project will identify, develop and test a set of measures that will 
support both employers and communities as they collaborate to address and successfully impact the culture of health 
for various populations. RWJF identified HERO as a leader in this effort based on its work focusing on employer-
community collaborations and highlighted in the ECCC report above.  
 
This new effort artfully combines aspects of both the Culture Committee and the ECCC and will support RWJF’s new 
direction to transform what it means to be a healthy nation by building a culture of health. The first phase of the 
project to conduct an environmental scan and identify examples of culture of health related initiatives and measures 
have been completed, and the full report can be accessed by clicking here. 
 

Research Update: Jessica Grossmeier joins HERO Staff as Vice President of 
Research 
 
As a continuing commitment to the importance of solid evidence-based research to the field of employee health 
management, we are pleased to announce that Jessica Grossmeier, PhD, MPH, has joined the HERO staff as vice 
president of research.  
 
In her new role at HERO, Jessica will be responsible for supporting the collaborative teamwork of HERO staff, 
consultants and volunteers in the area of research. She will provide research expertise both internally to HERO 
committees and externally to our research partners and may serve as principal investigator on various research 
projects.  Jessica is well known and a highly respected researcher in the field. Her past roles include vice president of 
research at StayWell Health Management. As a member of HERO while at StayWell, Jessica served as vice chair of the 
HERO Research Study Subcommittee. Recently, she moved from that volunteer post to become vice chair of the HERO 
Research Committee, a role she will continue to hold.  
 
“C” Suite Survey Completed 
 
The HERO Health, Performance and Productivity Committee are busy studying the relationship between employee 
health, job performance and organizational productivity gains. As part of this work, a subset of the committee, headed 
by Nikki Hudsmith, vice president of operations at Performance pH, created a survey to understand the “C” suite’s 
attitudes toward the importance of health as a contributor to business performance.  
 
The “C” Suite survey was launched in May and completed in mid-July. In order to reach a broader employer audience, 
HERO partnered with several survey distribution partners who shared the instrument with their networks of employers. 
As a result of this dissemination approach, more than 500 employer surveys have been completed.  
 
The results are now being analyzed and will be presented at the HERO Forum on October 2. If you plan to attend the 
Forum, join us for this session C-Suite Perception Matters: Why Health Hasn’t Caught on in Corporate America, when 
Jack Groppel, Nikki Hudsmith and Jessica Grossmeier will share the survey results.  
 
“Health Worksites, Healthy Communities” Research Posted 
 
Encouraging employers to take leadership roles in improving the health of the communities in which they are located is 
an important effort at HERO. As part of this work, HERO was commissioned by the Institute of Medicine to conduct an 
environmental scan to understand what type of activities and programs are taking place in this arena. Following that 
research, a convening of thought leaders identified through the scan were invited to spend a day together in 
Minneapolis at HealthPartners corporate headquarters to discuss the business case for employer involvement in 
community health . This gathering, made possible through a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, has been 
documented in a summary report posted on the HERO website.  
 
Recently, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has announced their central strategy to improve health by creating 
“cultures of health” in communities across the country. As part of this project, HERO is facilitating research to identify 
measures that will be important to employers and other key stakeholders in this effort. The first step in this work was 
to do an environmental scan of measures that are currently being used in various community efforts. That scan is now 
posted on the HERO website for your review. More to come on this project in the next edition of HERO on Health. 
 

 
 
 

http://the-hero.org/Research/HERO_Measuring_a_Culture_of_Health_v5.pdf
http://www.the-hero.org/2014_conference/abstracts.html#C-Suite_Perception_Matters
http://www.the-hero.org/Research/HERO_Measuring_a_Culture_of_Health_v5.pdf


New Members 
 
American Council on Exercise the nonprofit (ACE) educates, certifies, and speaks for a growing network of 50,000-
plus fitness professionals, health coaches and other wellness experts, a community ACE is leading more directly into 
the fight against physical inactivity and obesity. ACE advocates for recognition of its profession as a provider of primary 
prevention and obesity-management services, and ACE makes available to the public science-based information and 
resources on safe and effective physical activity and general healthy living. Headquartered in San Diego, ACE is the 
largest certifier in the fitness space that is accredited by the National Commission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA), the 
gold standard in the U.S. for assessing professional competence, ensuring people have access to fitness, health, and 
wellness professionals that are properly trained, qualified, and capable. 
Learn more at www.acefitness.org 
 
American Express is a multinational financial services corporation headquartered in New York City.  An engine of 
commerce, American Express provides innovative payment, travel and expense management solutions for individuals 
and businesses of all sizes.  Most of all they help their customers realize their dreams and aspirations through industry-
leading benefits, access to unique experience, business-building insights, and global care. 
Learn more at www.americanexpress.com 
 
Monsanto Company is a sustainable agriculture company. We deliver agricultural products that support farmers all 
around the world.  We are focused on empowering farmers—large and small—to produce more from their land while 
conserving more of our world's natural resources such as water and energy. We do this with our leading seed brands in 
crops like corn, cotton, oilseeds and fruits and vegetables. We also produce leading in-the-seed trait technologies for 
farmers, which are aimed at protecting their yield, supporting their on-farm efficiency and reducing their on-farm 
costs.  We strive to make our products available to farmers throughout the world by broadly licensing our seed and 
trait technologies to other companies. In addition to our seeds and traits business, we also manufacture Roundup® and 
other herbicides used by farmers, consumers and lawn-and-garden professionals.  Monsanto could not exist without 
farmers. They are our customers--the lifeblood of our company. More important, they are the support system of the 
world's economy, working day in and day out to feed, clothe and provide energy for our world. 
Learn more at www.monsanto.com 
 
Norton Healthcare is a nationally recognized integrated non-profit five hospital health system that encompasses 
Immediate Care Centers and physicians practice locations in Kentucky and Southern Indiana.  In recognition of the 
importance of a committed focus on Prevention, in 2011, Norton Healthcare established the Prevention and Wellness 
department to serve as an umbrella for all Prevention and Wellbeing activities for the organization, internally and 
externally. In 2013, we expanded our vision to and became a service line to promote wellness and reduce preventable 
illness and injury in our community, which encompasses our workforce population. N Good Health (NGH) is a wellness 
program designed to empower participants (employees and spouses) to take charge of their health 
Learn more at www.nortonhealthcare.com 
 
Preventure, Inc. provides national comprehensive fitness and wellness services to corporations and insurance 
companies.  Our mission is to understand our clients better than anyone else and provide them with the cultural and 
financial benefits of a healthier workforce. 
We do this by providing our comprehensive fitness and wellness solutions- customized by client and personalized to 
each participant- to ensure high level employee engagement and sustainable health improvement. 
Learn more at www.preventure.com 
 
Spafinder Wellness, Inc.® is the world’s largest media, marketing and gifting company for the spa and wellness 
industry, delivering products, services, research and expertise to consumers, employers and business partners alike.   
Spafinder manages a network of wellness providers and offers consumer-focused wellness content.  Spafinder is the 
parent company of the Global Wellness Institute, an international think-tank and recognized authority for the wellness 
industry, bringing together leaders and visionaries from both private and public sectors to positively impact and shape 
its future, and Corporate Wellness 365, a platform for bringing wellness to the workplace. 
Learn more at www.spafinder.com 
 
Yale University vision is to create and sustain a culture, community and environment in which wellness is a core value 
and measure of excellence at Yale.  It’s Mission is building on the existing resources at Yale and guided by the Wellness 
Leadership Group, Being Well at Yale will engage and support employees in their progression towards healthier 
lifestyles through:   Meaningful partnerships across the Yale community, Integrated sources of wellness communication, 
Healthier work environments, Accessible programs, Outreach and screening, Self-assessment and personal health 
improvement plans, Aggregate data gathering and outcome measurement,, and Policy and environmental change. 
Learn more at www.yale.edu 
 

 

http://www.acefitness.org/
http://www.americanexpress.com/
http://www.monsanto.com/
http://www.nortonhealthcare.com/
http://www.preventure.com/
http://www.spafinder.com/
http://www.yale.edu/


Interested in Membership? 
Contact Marlene Abels, Coordinator Member Services (952) 835-4257 

 
HERO Happenings 
 

 
 

 
Global Healthy Workplace Seminar 
September 29, 2014 
8:00 AM - 1:30 PM 
Westin, San Diego, CA 
 

HERO Forum 
 
 
HERO FORUM 2014 
September 30 - October 2, 2014 
Westin, San Diego, CA 
 

 
 
 
Pre-Forum Think Tank Meeting 
September 29, 2014, 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Reception and dinner to follow 
Westin, San Diego, CA 

 
RSS Committee posted multiple on both Phase I and II  
 
 
RSS Committee posted multiple on both Phase I and II of the Standard Process Workgroup. 
 
 RSS Phase I Standard Process Workgroup   
 RSS Phase II Standard Process Workgroup 
 Productivity Studies   
 Culture Knowledgebase   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Members Only 

HERO FORUM 

Global Healthy Workplace Seminar 

Recent entries into the HERO Resource Center 

http://www.the-hero.org/Think_Tank_1/newheroapp2012.pdf
http://community.the-hero.org/resources/viewdocument/?DocumentKey=0fb6ee45-e120-4643-9725-db4e3f8347e2
http://community.the-hero.org/resources/viewdocument/?DocumentKey=071e2332-90ff-449f-9c0c-e7b897e2ee1f
http://community.the-hero.org/resources/viewdocument/?DocumentKey=d22e4826-879c-4d2c-8a15-df7950e2996f
http://community.the-hero.org/resources/viewdocument/?DocumentKey=fb9305d2-335f-47a2-9cc4-b378a8b9d87b
http://community.the-hero.org/thehero/home/
http://www.the-hero.org/Forum.htm
http://www.the-hero.org/2014_conference/global_health.html
http://community.the-hero.org/thehero/home/

